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HPE Renew offers a comprehensive portfolio of quality 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) remanufactured 
products at very attractive prices. All HPE Renew products 
are covered by the original same-as-new factory warranty, 
service, and support options.
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Operational flexibility is vital in the ever-evolving world of IT.

HPE Renew allows you to develop your IT infrastructure at your own pace, without impacting 
efficiency. The portfolio consists of everything from the latest technology to older generation 
products, allowing for simple integration and convergence of equipment into your current IT 
environment—without having to go too deep into your budget.

The HPE Renew portfolio

• Enterprise Servers

• Enterprise and Commercial Storage

• ProLiant Servers and Options

• Networking Products



Your low-cost, high-quality solution

Do you have a tight IT budget but still want Hewlett Packard Enterprise quality? HPE Renew 
delivers a high-performance, low-cost solution when price really counts. HPE Renew products 
are at least 15 to 30 percent below the price of new, in addition to unbelievable promotions, so 
you can reduce your IT costs and increase your bottom line.

In this fast-paced technology environment, you may not always want to keep up with the 
very latest technology. HPE Renew allows you to defy time and maintain your existing IT 
infrastructure, while adding upgrades and expanding to the next generation—at your own pace.

With HPE Renew you can be sure your product has been remanufactured by the original 
manufacturer and is an extension of the trusted HPE brand. Software, licenses, service and 
support options for HPE Renew products are equivalent to those offered with new products. 
The products are also loaded with the latest software and firmware revisions.

HPE Renew is the solution you need—certified, reliable and trusted HPE products at a price 
you can afford.

Five reasons to buy HPE Renew

1. Great Value
Get high quality solutions at significant discounts with fully remanufactured Hewlett Packard
Enterprise products. HPE Renew delivers high-performance, low-cost solutions while offering
the same reliability, functionality and warranty as new HPE products. If you have a limited IT
budget, HPE Renew is the perfect alternative—high-quality solutions at a lower cost.

2. HPE Certified Quality
All HPE Renew products undergo complete remanufacturing and testing processes, fully
restoring them to meet HPE’s stringent quality standards and ensuring they meet all original
factory specifications.
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3. Same-as-New Factory Warranty
HPE Renew products are covered by the same-as-new factory warranty, so there is no
difference between the warranty of a new HPE product and the equivalent HPE Renew product.
The warranty starts from the date of purchase and refreshes the original warranty. Additional
service and support options are available to complement the original HPE product warranty.

4. Broad Range of HPE Solutions
Whether your organization is looking to implement a new IT platform or planning to maintain or
upgrade an existing one, HPE Renew offers a comprehensive portfolio of fully remanufactured
HPE solutions to fulfill your specific business needs. HPE Renew offers you current, state of the
art technology, in addition to older generation equipment.

5. Eco-friendly
Start making sustainable choices for the planet with HPE Renew. By remanufacturing and
redeploying returned, loaned or trial units, HPE Renew enables these products to be fully
utilized so that they do not end up in landfills. HPE Renew lets you reduce your overall
environmental impact while taking advantage of an affordable alternative.

© Copyright 2017 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP. The information contained herein is subject to change without 
notice. The only warranties for HPE products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such 
products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. HPE shall not be liable for 
technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
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